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Wind

- Energy made by wind
- When the wind moves the turbines, the driveshaft spins with it, powering the generator, and making 

electricity

- It is mostly environmentally friendly since it uses wind
-  It does not use fuels to use which will definitely help the environment 

in the future since it is not creating gases 
- It could be expensive to build but after it is built it does not need as 

much maintenance as some other energy sources so that means that 
we don’t need to keep watching over it.

- It creates a lot of noise when the blades turn which might cause problems in the 
future 

- The buildings start expanding more and they need to build nearby the turbines
- In the future the turbines might be made more so they will need more room 
- That might create problems in the future when they need more room to build 

buildings
-  This might also cause problems because animals like birds could hit the turbines and 

die which might lead to a lower population of birds

https://www.npr.org/2019/09/10/759376113/unfurling-the-waste-problem-caused-by-wind-energy
https://www.energysage.com/about-clean-energy/wind/pros-cons-wind-energy/
https://www.energy.gov/eere/wind/wind-vision

- Never runs out
- Great investment for companies and creates jobs
- Garbage and pollution created by old, unwanted turbines
- 90% of turbines can be recycled or reused
- Hard to transport such large blades ; Have to be cut on at least three parts to transport
- A lot of landfills don’t have capacity to store them
- Can be grinded up to make small pellets that could be used to use for decking materials, pallets and piping.
- New technology that would help separating the resin and fiberglass

See next page
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https://www.npr.org/2019/09/10/759376113/unfurling-the-waste-problem-caused-by-wind-energy
https://www.energysage.com/about-clean-energy/wind/pros-cons-wind-energy/
https://www.energy.gov/eere/wind/wind-vision


(Maria) What role could wind energy have in the future?
● Wind energy is expect to be a variable source of 

renewable electricity by 2050. Wind energy will 
create and support many jobs in manufacturing, 
installation, maintenance and recycling services. 
The prices in the electric utility sector are expected 
to be affordable and stable, because the sector is 
expected to depend less on fluctuating natural gas 
and coal fuel prices.Wind energy reduces air 
pollution, including the greenhouse gases. Wind 
energy will save many billions of gallons of water 
resources which otherwise would have been used 
by the electric power sector.





Links

https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-commodities/electricity/
report/2017-canadian-adoption-renewable-power/canadas-adoption-rene
wable-power-sources-energy-market-analysis-biomass.html#:~:text=As%
20of%202014%2C%20Canada%20had,%2C%20paper%2C%20and%20f
orestry%20industries.


